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Abstract 

Induction motors are widely used in industrial drives because 

they are self-starting, rugged, reliable and economical. Various 

applications require precise control of Speed and Torque as per 

requirement, for which variety of control techniques are 

available like Scalar control, Field Oriented Control (FOC) (or) 

Vector Control, Direct Torque Control (DTC). Direct torque 

control (DTC) is considered a valid alternative to field oriented 

control (FOC) for induction motor drives, as it is more robust 

technique that requires very low computation resources and 

works even with low switching frequency. DTC is usually 

preferred in case of high-power drives and can bring a really 

fast torque response, by means of the ‘direct’ interaction 

between the machine electromagnetic quantities (torque and 

flux) and the chosen voltage vector. The major problem of 

conventional DTC based drives is poor flux regulation at low 

speeds. As the magnitude of hysteresis torque band has a 

considerable effect on the performance of DTC drives, this 

paper introduces a modified model of conventional DTC drive 

in which the amplitude of Hysteresis Torque Band is altered 

based on the flux range error which aids in overcoming the flux 

degradation problem at low speeds. This paper also presents 

detailed analysis on flux degradation, particularly the droop in 

between the flux sectors and the switching frequency effect of 

reverse voltage vectors.  

The effectiveness of the proposed scheme is validated by 

simulation using MATLAB. 

Keywords: Sensorless Control, Torque Ripples, Low Speed 

Operation, Hysteresis Controllers, Voltage Source Inverters, 

Flux Regulation. 

 

NOMENCLATURE 

DTC         Direct Torque Control 

K              Weighting Factor 

PI             Proportional plus Integral 

HTB         Hysteresis Torque Band 

DHTB      Dynamic Hysteresis Torque Band 

V/f            Voltage-by-Frequency 

FOC          Field Oriented Control 

is, vs          Stator Current (A), Stator Voltage (V) 

Rs                 Stator Resistance (Ω) 

ψs, ψr            Stator Flux Linkages, Rotor Flux Linkages 

ψc, Ec             Critical Flux, Critical Flux Error (Wb) 

ψerr,  Terr        Flux Error, Torque Error 

|ψs|ref, Tref       Magnitude of Reference Flux and Torque 

vs,0 to 7            Stator Voltage Vectors (0 to 7) 

vs,α                   Stator Voltage Vector  Tangential Component 

vs,β                   Stator Voltage Vector Radial Component 

 ψds                  Direct-Axis Stator Flux 

ψqs                  Quadrature-Axis Stator Flux 

ids                    Direct-Axis Stator Current (A) 

iqs                    Quadrature-Axis Stator Current (A) 

P                      Number of Pole-Pairs  

Θ                     Sector Angle (Degrees) 

Ψ stat, Tstat     Flux Error Status, Torque Error Status 

ΔHBTe1           Nominal Hysteresis Torque Band 

ΔHBTe2           Reduced Hysteresis Torque Band 

ωr
Ψc , ωr          Critical Speed, Rotor Speed (Rad/Sec) 

Te                    Electromagnetic Torque (N-m) 

Δψs                Change in Stator Flux 
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INTRODUCTION 

Generally, industrial drive applications can be classified into 

fixed speed and variable speed drives. In past, DC drives were 

preferred for variable speed applications and AC drives were 

preferred for constant speed applications. The development in 

AC and DC drives is mainly because of development in power 

electronics, modern day algorithms and fast controllers to 

implement them. Now it is possible to extend and modify 

performance characteristics of both the AC and DC motors. [1] 

More than 70 to 80% of motors used in an industrial and other 

application are AC squirrel-cage induction motors. It can be 

rightly considered as, a universal workhorse of the industry. In 

spite of having advantages like simple and rugged construction 

and very less maintenance, it has very unattractive speed 

control characteristic with constant voltage constant frequency 

supply. With advancements in variable voltage variable 

frequency supply source with power electronics, now it is 

possible to shape characteristic of Induction Machine as per 

requirement. 

Modern day techniques like Scalar Control, Field Oriented 

Control, Direct Torque Control have made it possible to extract 

smooth and efficient speed control from fixed speed machines 

like Induction Machines. [1] Out of all the control techniques, 

the interest in research on Direct Torque Control (DTC) of 

Induction motors (IMs) has dramatically increased in the past 

decades due to the growing demand of high performance and 

high efficient drives for industrial applications. Excellent 

torque response, simple control structure, and robustness 

against parameter variations are some of the features that lead 

to its popularity. The basic concept of DTC utilizing Hysteresis 

torque controller, [2] which will be referred to as DTC-HC, is 

to select voltage vectors based on a three-level torque 

comparator, a two-level flux comparator, and stator flux 

position from a predefined switching table. Since DTC-HC was 

first introduced [2], several variations to its original structure 

were proposed to overcome the inherent drawbacks in 

hysteresis-based controller such as poor flux regulation at low 

speed, high sampling frequency requirement for digital 

implementation and high torque ripple. [3] 

Even though DTC drives are inherently sensorless, the rotor 

speed information is still needed for low speed operations and 

speed control, which is common in most industrial applications. 

Hence, in order to reduce the cost and increase the reliability of 

adjustable speed drive systems, estimating the speed based on 

the terminal variables instead of using the mechanical sensors 

has becoming one of the most important research areas. 

In general, estimating the flux (which is the main component of 

speed estimation algorithm) in medium and high speed regions 

is not a major problem. The problem is more pronounced in low 

speed regions, near zero stator frequency, whereby the 

magnitude of the induced rotor voltages and currents become 

very small and the parameter variation effect of Stator 

resistance is more pronounced. It is even worst for DTC-HC 

because the flux comparator fails to regulate the stator flux at 

very low frequency and hence magnitude of the stator and rotor 

voltage and current become very small. Several improvements 

have been proposed to solve this issue, nevertheless they all 

resulted in larger switching tables and more complicated 

structures, which contribute to more computation burden. [4, 5] 

Recently, it has been reported that the state estimation at low 

and zero speed of a DTC drive can be significantly improved 

by improving the flux regulation. [6-9] Based on the analysis 

performed in this work, it is shown that the stator flux 

regulation of DTC based drive at low and zero speed degraded 

due to the selection of the zero voltage vectors, which is used 

to reduce the torque. Since the flux cannot be properly 

regulated, stator current becomes distorted and its magnitude 

reduces such that the coupling between the stator and rotor 

circuits is lost. As a result of this, a fundamental model based 

state estimator, will perform unsatisfactorily at low and zero 

speed. It is shown that flux regulation can be significantly 

improved by selecting reverse voltage vectors instead of zero 

vectors whenever torque needs to be reduced. This work 

attempts to provide further analysis on flux droop in between 

flux sectors and flux degradation at low and zero speed. In 

addition, the idea of improving the state estimation by 

improving the flux regulation at low speed is extended to the 

classical DTC without replacing the hysteresis torque 

controller. [10] 

The proposed method retains the conventional DTC model, but 

with a minor modification to dynamically alter the amplitude 

of torque hysteresis band. In this way, the selection of reverse 

voltage vectors whenever torque needs to be reduced can be 

easily implemented by narrowing the hysteresis band based on 

a flux error range. Owing to the discrete sampling 

implementation, overshoot in the torque will touch the upper 

hysteresis band instead of the reference torque because of the 

narrow band. However, due to the selection of the reverse 

voltage vectors, torque ripple will be increased. Therefore, in 

order to avoid high torque ripple across the wide speed 

operation, the width of the hysteresis band will only be reduced 

whenever the flux regulation fails. [10] Simulations and 

experimental results are presented to show and compare the 

effectiveness of the proposed Dynamic Hysteresis Torque Band 

schemes in the performance of DTC of IM.    

 

EXISTING DTC MODEL OF INDUCTION MOTOR 

A. Fundamentals of DTC 

Direct Torque Control (DTC) was first introduced by 

Takahashi [2] in 1984 in Japan and by Dopenbrock [3] in 1985 

in Germany and today this control scheme is considered as the 

world’s most advanced AC Drives control technology. This is 

a simple control technique which does not require coordinate 

transformation, PI regulators, and Pulse width modulator and 

position encoders. This technique results in direct and 

independent control of motor torque and flux by selecting 

optimum inverter switching modes. The electromagnetic 

torque and stator flux are calculated from the primary motor 

inputs e.g. stator voltages and currents. The core of the control 

system in direct torque control is the subsystem containing 

torque and flux hysteresis controllers and optimal inverter 

switching logic. In this method suitable switching state of the 

inverter is selected from a lookup table to give a voltage space 

vector. The voltage space vector or the switching state is 

selected by hysteresis band torque and flux controllers 
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depending on torque and flux error signals. The voltage space 

vector thus selected affects torque and flux in independent and 

decoupled way just like vector control method but without 

complicated coordinate transformation. This method is 

effective, gives dynamic performance similar to vector control 

method with the advantages mentioned above. 

Fig. 1 shows the original structure of Lookup-table-based DTC 

of Induction motor. The application of stator voltage vectors is 

based on the selection of the switching states (sa, sb, sc) 

obtained from the lookup table, which are determined by the 

stator flux position (sector) and according to the demands of the 

torque and the stator flux to be increased (↑) or decreased (↓). 

The general rule of voltage selection based on the forward, 

zero, and reverse voltage vectors is depicted in Table 1. 

 

Fig. 1 : Conventional structure of DTC of Induction Motor 

 

The resultant states from the torque and flux hysteresis 

comparators are defined by Tstat (torque error status) and Ψ stat 

(flux error status), respectively. The  Tstat consists of three 

states: forward voltage vector (1), zero voltage vector (0), and 

reverse voltage vector (-1). Table 2 shows the two optimized 

voltage vectors for every sector, which are used to either 

increase or reduce the stator flux based on the flux and torque 

demands as given in Table 1. An accurate mathematical model 

of an induction machine is therefore essential in DTC. 

Accuracy of direct torque control is also independent of 

variations of rotor's parameters. Only variation of stator 

resistance due to change in thermal operating conditions causes 

problems for high performance DTC at low speed. Direct 

torque control is inherently sensorless. 

Table 1. Selection of Voltage Vectors 
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Information about actual rotor speed is not necessary in the 

torque mode of operation because of the absence of co-ordinate 

transformation. However, correctness of estimation of stator 

flux and torque is important for the accurate operation of 

hysteresis controllers. 

Table 2. Look-Up Table 

H𝝭 HT S(1) S(2) S(3) S(4) S(5) S(6) 

 1 v2 v3 v4 v5 v6 v1 

1 0 v0 v7 v0 v7 v0 v7 

 -1 v6 v1 v2 v3 v4 v5 

 1 v3 v4 v5 v6 v1 v2 

0 0 v7 v0 v7 v0 v7 v0 

 -1 v5 v6 v1 v2 v3 v4 

 

B. Estimation of DTC of Variables 

A dynamic model of the machine is considered to design and 

simulate the direct torque control technique. The stator flux in 

a stationary reference frame is calculated from the estimated 

rotor flux as follows: 

ψds= ʃ (vds - Rsids) dt               (1) 

           ψqs= ʃ (vqs - Rsiqs) dt                (2) 

           ψs = √ψds
2 + ψqs

2                    (3) 

The stator flux estimation based on the voltage model is 

determined from the stator voltage equation given by: 

            vs = Rsis + 
dψs

dt
                          (4) 

The stator flux, therefore, can be written as: 

            ψs= ʃ (vs -  Rsis)dt                    (5) 

For a small interval of time Δt , (5) can be expressed as: 

           Δψs = (vs - Rsis) Δt                   (6) 

In DTC of Induction Motors, it is common to ignore the stator 

resistance voltage drop when controlling the stator flux. In 

stationary reference frame, the stator flux linkage is the integral 

of the stator EMF. If stator voltage drop on stator resistance can 

be neglected, the stator flux is the integral of applied voltage. 

Hence in a short period of time, the increments of stator flux 

are proportional to the applied voltage. It therefore follows that 

the inverter output voltage space vector directly impresses the 

stator flux and a desired locus of stator flux can be obtained by 

selecting the appropriate inverter output voltages. Therefore the 

change in stator flux can be controlled directly using the 

voltage vectors as: 

                   Δψs = vs Δt                          (7) 

The electromagnetic torque is calculated in terms of stator flux 

and the measured stator current as follows:  

           Te = 
3P

4
 [ψdsiqs - ψqsids]            (8) 

The location of the stator flux linkage (sector) should be known 

so that the appropriate voltage vector is selected depending 

upon the flux location, which can be calculated as follows: 

                   θ = tan−1 {
ψqs

ψds
}                         (9) 

The rotor time constant of induction machines is usually large; 

therefore the rotor flux linkage changes slowly compared to the 

stator flux linkage and it can be assumed to be constant in 

magnitude and speed of rotation during short transients. When 

the forward active voltage space vectors are applied, the stator 

flux linkage vector is moved away from the rotor flux linkage 

vector. This will increase the machine's torque because the 

torque angle increases. On the other hand, if the zero or reverse 

active voltage space vectors are applied, the torque angle is 

reduced. 

The torque is therefore reduced. It can be seen now that torque 

can be controlled directly and increased or decreased almost 

instantly by moving stator flux linkage space vector to the 

required position (being determined by torque demand), which 

in turn can be done quickly by selecting the appropriate voltage 

vector while stator flux linkage magnitude is still kept within 

the hysteresis band. 

However, knowledge of the precise value of the stator flux 

space vector instantaneous position is not required. The control 

system only needs to know in which sector of the voltage vector 

space (which is a two dimensional complex plane as shown in 

figure 2) the flux linkage space vector is present. In the case of 

standard two-level voltage source inverter there are six sectors 

in the space vector plane corresponding to six active voltage 

space vectors and two zero vectors, with the voltage vectors 

positioned at the centres of the sectors. Each sector expands 60 

degrees so that six of them cover the voltage vector complex 

plane. The outputs from flux and torque controllers and the 

information about the sector in which the stator flux space 

vector is positioned determine the selection of the voltage 

vectors. This strategy selects forward active voltage space 

vectors to increase torque regardless of the direction of the shaft 

rotation, and zero voltage vectors for torque decrease. While 

this strategy works well at medium and high speed, it also 

causes some problems at low speed. A Dynamic model is 

proposed in this project, which overcomes the above mentioned 

limitations of Conventional DTC drives of Induction Machines.  
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Figure 2: The inverter outputs for each sector in forward and reverse operations 

 

EFFECT OF HYSTERESIS TORQUE BAND ON FLUX 

REGULATION 

A. Nominal Hysteresis Torque Band 

DTC is usually operated with nominal HTB (denoted as 

ΔHBTe1) which is normally set between 10-15% of the rated 

torque to ensure that the reverse voltage vectors (see Table 1) 

as a result of overshoot (i.e. when the estimated toque exceeds 

the upper band) will not be selected during the torque reduction. 

This means that when torque needs to be reduced, zero voltage 

vectors are selected. This scenario can be shown in Fig. 3.  

The reverse voltage vectors are not selected to avoid high 

switching frequency of the voltage source inverter (VSI) as 

well as to ensure low torque ripple. Figure 4 shows simulation 

results of a typical DTC drive system when speed steps to low 

frequency range (5 rad/s). The waveforms from top to bottom 

are the reference and estimated speeds, stator flux (ψs), 

electromagnetic torque (Te), torque error (Terr) and output of 

hysteresis torque comparator (Tstat). The hysteresis torque 

band in this case is set to 1 N-m. As it can be seen from the 

figure 4, during the zero-voltage vector selection (Tstat = 0), the 

flux magnitude reduces. Since in this particular example, the 

flux reduces rather than increasing. This condition normally 

occurs at low speed under light load where the rate of change 

of increasing torque is much higher than the rate of change of 

decreasing torque; which causes the duration of zero vector 

selection to be longer than the duration of the active voltage 

vectors.  

There are three main variables which can affect the torque 

slopes and contribute to the flux regulation:  

i) Electrical torque (Te), which depends on the step 

change of speed,  

ii) Motor rotor speed (ωr) and  

iii) Stator voltage vector (vs).  

 

 

Figure 3:  Hysteresis comparator with nominal torque 

hysteresis band 

 

The two factors (i) and (ii) can affect greatly the rate of change 

of decreasing torque as shown in Fig. 4 whereas the third factor 

(iii) contributes to the change rate of increasing torque. Note 

that tangential and radial components of the stator voltage 

vectors (vs) are responsible for the behaviour of the dynamics 

of torque and flux respectively. As the flux rotates, the 

magnitudes of tangential and radial components change with 

stator flux position. Fig. 5 shows the tangential and radial 

components variation for voltage vectors vs,4 and vs,5 at low 

speed and under light load as the flux enters, reaches halfway, 

and leaves sector 3. When the flux in sector 3, voltage vectors 

vs,4and vs,5 are used to increase and reduce the flux 

respectively. Both vs,4 and vs,5 will, at the same time, increase 
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the torque. Upon entering sector 3, the radial component of vs,4 

(designated as vs,4β) is very weak. On the other hand, vs,4 has a 

strong torque component (designated as vs,4α). Under this 

condition the flux fails to increase since the duration of active 

voltage vector is too short and furthermore, the increment in 

flux when vs,4 is selected is very small. When the flux moves 

half-way of sector 3, the radial component of the voltage vector 

vs,4 becomes stronger and its tangential component becomes 

weaker, hence the flux increases. 

 

 

Figure 4: Flux droop at low speed for DTC with nominal torque hysteresis band 

 

With nominal band, ΔHBTe1, stator flux regulation failure is 

likely to happen, and this will affect the performance of any 

drive system, which uses observer for state estimation and to 

remove the problem of flux regulation, magnitude of the flux is 

controlled by selecting suitable voltage vectors whenever the 

torque needs to be reduced.  

An effective way of achieving this is by reducing the width of 

the torque hysteresis band so that, owing to the overshoot in the 

torque due to the digital implementation, reverse voltage 

vectors are selected when the torque needs to be reduced. 
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Figure 5: Variations of the radial and tangential components of voltage vector (vs,4) through sector 3 
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B. Reduced Hysteresis Torque Band 

Fig. 6 shows the reduction in the hysteresis band (ΔH𝐵𝑇𝑒2) 

such that the overshoot in Te (or undershoot in Terr) causes the 

selection of reverse voltage vector. By selecting suitable 

reverse voltage vectors, flux can be made to increase or 

decrease and at the same time, torque will decrease. It is 

necessary to limit the critical flux error in order to simplify the 

selection between HTBs. Therefore, the condition of critical 

flux point must be evaluated. Therefore, the condition of 

critical flux point for the selection between HTBs can be 

expressed using reference (rated) flux as:  

                 ψc = k |ψs|ref                                   (10) 

Where, |ψs|ref is the magnitude of the reference flux, ψc is the 

critical flux point and k is the weighting factor in the  

range (0 < k < 1). 

 

Figure 6.  Hysteresis comparator with reduced torque 

hysteresis band 

 

In other words, the flux error (ψerr) should not exceed the 

critical flux error (Ec) which is given by: 

                    Ec = |ψs|ref - ψc                 (11) 

 

The value of k should be selected properly to avoid the 

activation of ΔH𝐵𝑇𝑒2 in medium and high-speed range, which 

is undesirable. Increasing k results in the increase of flux 

critical point and avoidance of large degradation of flux. In 

contrast, with decreasing k, the flux error point will be smaller 

and hence large flux droop will occur before the activation of 

ΔH𝐵𝑇𝑒2. It is very difficult to find the weighting factor 

mathematically. Thus, a trial-and-error technique is used to 

obtain the proper gain of k value to ensure the selection of 

ΔHBTe2 at low speed region. 

 

PROPOSED DYNAMIC HYSTERESIS TORQUE BAND 

Dynamic Hysteresis Torque Band (DHTB) is proposed to avoid 

the undesirable effects of reverse voltage vectors in the medium 

and high-speed regions and to solve the flux regulation problem 

at low and zero speed. In order to accomplish a proper flux 

regulation at low motor speed operation and under light or zero 

load based on the discussion in Chapter-3, the width of the HTB 

has to be reduced. To accomplish this, the band is reduced to 

0.5 % of the rated torque, based on the rating of the machine 

used in this paper and the reduced hysteresis band is referred as 

ΔHBTe2 .In general, DHTB strategy switches hysteresis torque 

band from ΔHBTe1 to ΔHBTe2 whenever the stator flux 

regulation fails (i.e. during low speed operation). The 

application of ΔHBTe2, however, is not desirable in the middle 

and high speed range where flux can be regulated using 

ΔHBTe1. Therefore, a compromise solution is proposed using a 

dynamic hysteresis torque band (DHTB) technique. 

Two types of models are developed in this paper, namely: 

1) DHTB-I. 

2) DHTB-II. 

These models have been proposed to overcome the following 

limitations of the conventional model: 

 Enhancing the performance of EKF based state 

estimator by improving flux regulation at low and zero 

speed. 

 Removing the flux drooping within a sector and thus 

reducing current distortion. 

A. DHTB-I 

The DHTB-I scheme utilizes the speed information directly 

either from encoder or observer as shown in Figure 7 and the 

activation of the ΔHBTe2 is based on certain range of low speed. 

The threshold speed that will activate ΔHBTe2 is determined 

offline by observing the critical point in which the flux 

regulation starts to degrade based on simulations or from 

experiments. 
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Figure 7. Structure of DTC-hysteresis-based induction machine with the proposed DHTB-I 

 

It is necessary to limit the critical flux error in order to simplify 

the selection between HTBs. Therefore, the condition of critical 

flux point must be properly evaluated. The critical speed 

depends on the parameters of the motor and the mechanical 

load of the drive system. The worst-case condition is when the 

machine is unloaded because under this condition, the 

(negative) slope of the torque is extremely low. Therefore, the 

DHTB-I will operate based on the following condition: 

  HTB = {
ΔHBTe1,     for  ωr   >  ωr

Ψc 

ΔHBTe2,   for  ωr ≤ ωr
Ψc       (12) 

Where ωr
Ψc  is the critical (threshold) speed with respect to 

critical flux point. 

B. DHTB-II 

In this scheme, the activation of ΔHBTe2 is determined directly 

from the magnitude of stator flux error. Unlike the previous 

method, the speed information is not needed, as shown in 

Figure 8. Thus, the condition used to determine DHTB-II 

operation is given in the following equation: 

HTB = {
ΔHBTe1,     for  Ψerr  <  Ec

ΔHBTe2,   for  Ψerr ≥ Ec
       (13) 

 

 

Figure 8: Structure of DTC-hysteresis-based induction machine with the proposed DHTB-II 
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Figure 9: An example of discretized waveforms of flux, torque, and torque status  

during the dynamic of the hysteresis torque band with DHTB-II 

 

There is a possibility that there will be a high frequency 

alternate switching between ΔHBTe1 and ΔHBTe2 , which is 

limited by the sampling frequency of the control system. Note 

that the selection of ΔHBTe2 will either reduce the time duration 

of the applied zero voltage vector, or introduce a torque 

overshoot to select reverse voltage vector for rapid torque 

reduction as illustrated in Figure 9, which is used as an 

example. For this reason, the selected voltage vectors will 

contain a mixture of forward active, zero, and reverse active 

voltage vectors whenever the flux is regulated at this threshold 

value. 

SIMULATION RESULTS 

A. Simulation Results and Discussion 

To validate the effectiveness of the proposed Dynamic 

Hysteresis Torque Band, simulations have been carried out in 

the DTC-hysteresis-based Induction motor using a 

MATLAB/SIMULINK software package. It should be noted 

that the simulation will not consider the inverter nonlinearities 

due to dead-time effect and whole motor model dynamics. The 

system parameters and DTC values are as shown in Tables 3 

and 4 respectively. 

Table: 3. Induction Motor Parameters 

Rated Power 1.5 KW 

Rated Voltage 400 V 

Rated Current 3.7 A 

Rated Speed 1430 RPM 

Efficiency 82.8 % 

Power Factor 0.72 

Stator Resistance 3 Ohm 

Rotor Resistance 4.1 Ohm 

Stator Self-Inductance 0.3419 H 

Rotor Self-Inductance 0.3513 H 

Mutual Inductance 0.324 H 

Number of Pole Pairs 2 
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Figs. 10, 11, and 12 show the waveforms of speed, torque, 

stator flux, torque hysteresis band, and torque status error 

during the medium, low, and zero-speed regions for sensorless 

DTC system with the nominal HTB and the two proposed 

DHTB schemes respectively. In these figures, HTB = 1 N-m 

indicates that ΔHBTe1 is used whereas HTB = 0.045 N-m 

indicates that ΔHBTe2 is selected. In all cases, the speed 

feedback is obtained from the estimated speed observer model. 

It is seen from Fig. 10 that the DTC with ΔHBTe1 (1 N-m) 

shows very poor performance due to the deterioration of flux 

regulation, especially when the motor speed steps to zero rad/s. 

On the other hand, when DHTB schemes are applied a shown 

in Figs. 11 and 12, the state estimation of speed and torque is 

improved owing to the proper flux regulation. As it can also be 

seen from Figure 10, as the speed reaches 12 rad/sec from 30 

rad/sec, deterioration of flux regulation occurs. So, for higher 

ranges of speeds, proposed DHTB-I having broader bandwidth 

will be implemented such that flux is properly regulated. But it 

produces very high switching of voltages due to non-selection 

of zero vectors and hence results in poor efficiency. 

As the speed drops to lower value, DHTB-II will be 

implemented such that appropriate forward and reverse voltage 

vectors will be selected upon receiving an indication from 

Torque Error Status. The selection between ΔHBTe1 and 

ΔHBTe2 keeps alternating whenever the flux error Ψerr goes 

below and above the critical flux error Ec. This is the reason 

why the selection of zero vectors can be seen whenever the flux 

is regulated above the critical value. Though, DHTB-II cannot 

reach the rated flux at very low speed, it can offer less switching 

frequency of voltage, and hence improved efficiency. 

 

Table 4. DTC Parameters 

Torque Hysteresis Band (Nominal) 1 Nm 

Torque Hysteresis Band (Reduced) 0.045 Nm 

Flux Hysteresis Band 0.025 Wb 

Rated Torque 9 Nm 

Rated Stator Flux 0.954 Wb 

Weighing Factor (k) 0.95 

Critical Flux 0.9063 Wb 

Critical Flux Error 0.0477 Wb 

Simulation Time 1.5 Secs 

 

 

 

Figure 10: Simulation results of Induction Motor for DTC with Nominal HTB 

 

The output results of the proposed model will be studied and 

compared with the Conventional model of DTC based Drives. 

Although the DHTB-I can offer superior performance of 

regulating flux to its rated or reference value, this scheme 

produces very high switching of voltage as shown in Fig. 13(b), 

due to non-selection of zero vectors and hence results in poor 

efficiency. As it can be seen from Fig. 13(c), since the selection 

between ΔHBTe1 and ΔHBTe2 keeps alternating whenever the 

flux error ψerr goes below and above the critical flux error Ec 

of 0.0477 Wb, higher switching voltages are not attained more 

often. This is the reason why the selection of zero vectors can 

be seen whenever the flux is regulated above the critical value. 
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Though, DHTB-II cannot reach the rated flux at very low 

speed, it can offer less switching frequency of voltage, and 

hence improved efficiency.  

 

 

 

Figure 11. Simulation results of Induction Motor for DTC with DHTB-I 

 

 

Figure 12. Simulation results of Induction Motor for DTC with DHTB-II 
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For clearer picture, part of the data with the corresponding stator phase voltage (usa) are zoomed in Fig. 13. 

 

Figure 13(a) : Stator voltage with Nominal HTB 

 

 

Figure 13(b): Stator voltage with DHTB-I 

 

 

Figure 13(c): Stator voltage with DHTB-II 

 

B. Comparison Table 

Table 5. Comparison of motor parameters at various HTB’s for low speed (5 Rad/Sec)  

operation of DTC based Induction motor drive 

NOMINAL HTB DHTB-I DHTB-II 

Speed Estimation Poor. Speed Estimation slightly improved. Speed Estimation greatly improved. 

Stator Flux (decreasing) = 

From 0.954Wb to 0.313Wb. 

Stator Flux (Almost Constant) = 

0.947Wb. 

Stator Flux (Constant) = 0.9073Wb. 

 

Lower torque ripples. 

More torque ripples due to continuous 

selection of forward and reverse voltage 

vectors. 

Less torque ripples as reverse voltage vectors 

selected only when needed. 

Lower switching voltage. Very high forward and reverse switching 

voltages (+200 to -200). 

Lower forward and reverse switching voltages 

due to optimum selection of reverse voltage 

vectors. 

Less efficient due to stator flux droop 

at lower speeds. 

Less efficient due to higher switching 

voltages. 

More efficient due to lower switching voltages. 
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CONCLUSION 

The interest in the research on Direct Torque Control (DTC) of 

Induction motors has drastically increased in the past decades 

due to the growing demand of high performance and high 

efficient drives for industrial applications. Excellent torque 

response, simple control structure, and robustness against 

parameter variations are some of the features that lead to its 

popularity. However, original DTC suffers from major 

drawbacks namely erroneous estimation of sensorless 

parameters at low speeds, high torque ripple and low speed 

problem due to flux magnitude droops. This paper proposes 

two schemes based on Dynamic hysteresis torque band 

(DHTB), namely DHTB-I and DHTB-II for improving the flux 

regulation in hysteresis controller based DTC induction drives.  

The working principle of both DHTB schemes depends on the 

selection of the hysteresis torque band based on a defined flux 

error to solve the low speed problem of DTC. Both DHTB 

schemes offer excellent speed start-up and torque dynamic 

response from certain minimum speed to zero speed solving the 

flux regulation problem and estimation problem at low speeds. 

In order to avoid high torque ripple across the wide speed 

operation, the width of the hysteresis band will only be reduced 

whenever the flux regulation fails. 

However, compared to DTC with DHTB-I, DTC with DHTB-

II is expected to produce better estimated torque and speed 

performances at low speed. The main advantage of the 

proposed method is its simplicity since it doesn’t require any 

modification in the conventional DTC structure. The 

effectiveness of the proposed scheme is confirmed by 

simulating the proposed model using MATLAB. 
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